MimioProjector 280T

Hardware Reference Card
IR Module

Laser Curtain Touch Module
Laser Curtain Module powers directly from
the projector turning your whiteboard into an
interactive touch board.

Multi-Styli and 10-Point Touch*
Includes two passive styli. You can use up to
ten-interactive points, finger or stylus, at the same
time. Multiple students can work simultaneously
at the board.

Control Panel
Status Lights
Power - Turn the projector on and off.
Resync - Adjusts analog signal timing
if there is a change in display resolution.
Source - Select the input signal.
Menu - Opens projector menu. Use
arrows to navigate through choices.

*Multi-point interactivity functionality only available for
Windows 7 and 8.
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Remote Control
Source - Select the input signal
ReSync - Adjusts analog
signal timing if there is a
change in display resolution

Power - Turn the
projector on and off

HDMI - Switch to HDMI input
Video - Switch to Composite Video or S-Video input

PC - Switch to VGA-A /
VGA-B input

Aspect - Select the
desired aspect ratio

3D - Turn on and off 3D menu*
Projector Menu - Opens
the projector menu

Navigation Keys - Navigate through menus or
make selections

Freeze - Freeze or unfreeze
the image on the screen**
Volume Control - Increase/
Decrease the volume of the
projector’s speakers

Keystone +/- - Adjust
image until the sides are
vertical

Blank - Hide or show
the screen image

Mute - Mute the projector’s audio
*Mimio does not provide 3D content; DLP Link 3D and HDMI 1.4a 3D supported.
**Interactive projector is still active when screen is frozen.
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